
Today’s Agenda

 Mention homework  &  take quiz

 Reminder: two stereotypical sides of Victorian England

 The proper, reserved outward display       (Dr. Jeckyll--respectable)

 The sensuous, “decadent” inner drives      (Mr. Hyde --unrestrained)

Reminder: Christina Rossetti & “Aesthetics of Renunciation”

--Read Winter: My Secret

 Student Presentations:

Irina Dub: Gerard Manley Hopkins’ biography

Katelynn Erikson: Oscar Wilde’s biography

 Brief Hopkins PowerPoint; discuss Oscar Wilde



The Rossettis & Pre-Raphaelitism

 “In an Artist’s Studio” (NA 1493)—about Dante Rossetti

 “Pre-Raphaelitism” (NA 1463-64) “Escapism” ?

 See images in NA (C11, C14-15) 

 The PRB, Lizzie Siddal, and the “Fair Ladies” (Cinderella stories)

 Images on Wikipedia, esp. Christina Rossetti as Virgin Mary

 Christina Rossetti: “a stern religious vision controls the sensual 
impulses typical of Pre-Raphaelite poetry & painting” (1489-90).

 “Aesthetics of Renunciation”: “poetry of deferral, of deflection, 
of negation, whose very denials and constraints give her a 
powerful way to articulate a poetic self . . .” (1490).

Naturalism Medievalism Aestheticism (ideal beauty)

Not the City Not the Present Not dull and gritty Realism



Some Descriptions of Dante Rossetti & his work

 “erotic spirituality”

 “a morbid and languorous sensuality”

 “sensual lust”

 “fleshy”

 Artists following him, such as Oscar Wilde, “benefitted from the 

liberating influence of his example”







Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray



with his hat pulled over his forehead, Dorian Gray 

watched with listless eyes the sordid shame of the 

great city, and now and then he repeated to 

himself the words that Lord Henry had said to him 

on the first day they had met, "To cure the soul 

by means of the senses, and the senses by 

means of the soul." Yes, that was the secret. He 

had often tried it, and would try it again now. 

There were opium dens where one could buy 

oblivion, dens of horror where the memory of old 

sins could be destroyed by the madness of sins 

that were new.









1887 Painting – L’Hashchich



Homework

 Read Joseph Chamberlain “The True Conception of Empire” 
(1662-1664); Rudyard Kipling (1851-1853): “The White Man’s 
Burden” (1880-1882); “The Twentieth Century and After” (1887-
1911, esp. 1887-1892)

Student Presentations:

 Roy Johns:  Queen Victoria’s biography 

 Shilah Lovelace:  Rudyard Kipling’s biography

 Essay #2 is due in one week, March 23th.


